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i Joint UNIDO/lDCAS meeting of the Arab LDCs was held in Cairo during 

the period 31 July to 3 August 1978 to develop a programme of technical 

assistance in favour of these lountries on cost-sharing basis.    The meeting 
was partly financed under RP/IDC/78/001/A. 

Objectives of the Meeting! 

The objective of the meeting, which was jointly organized by UNIDO/lDCAS, 

was to identify, develop and elaborate technical assistance programmes 

for the Arab LDCs, with a view to solving the main obstacles facing these 

countries in their industrial development process and to accelerate their 

industrialization by assisting them in the areas which would be given 

priority and identified in the meeting.    It is envisaged that OTIDO and IDCAS 

will co-operate closely to assist jointly in preparing and implementing 

the agreed upon programme on cost-sharing basis within available resources 

in the two organizations and the technical assistance resources available 

to the various Arab League technical organizations, Arab Funds and Arab 
developing countries. 

The meeting was attended by representatives of Somalia, Temen Arab 

Republic and Mauritania* and representatives of various Arab organizations. 

UNCTAD also participated in the meeting.    Please see (Annex I) list of 

participants and organizations in the meeting. 

IDCAS prepared country papers on each of the Arab LDCs providing 

background information and the status of the industrial sector and highlights 

of some of the main difficulties facing these countries and a background 

issue paper on the industrialization of the Arab LDCs.   The recommendations 

contained in the report of the Intergovernmental Expert Croup Meeting on 

Industrialization of LDCs organized by UNIDO in Vienna during the period 

15-24 November 1976 was a basic document for the discussion of the meeting 

and development of the required programmes.    The participants of the LDCs 

also presented brief country papers indicating some of the main difficulties 

facing their countries and some of the  required priority technical assistance 

projects.    The outline of the country pap'ers and some of the available 

documents in English presented during the meeting are attached as Annex II. 

»Mauritania is not included in the UN list of LDCs.    It is a Sudano-Sahelian Zone 
Drought-affected country.    It is considered by IDCAS as an Arab LDC. 

* 
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The meeting discussed the main problems facing the Arab LDCs which 

were summarized, as follows: 

1) Shortage and weakness of physical infrastructure in the Arab 

LDCs required for implementation of development plans in 

the industrial sector; 

2) Shortage of trained local cadres; 

3) Lack of knowledge on the local natural resources and/or the identified 

natural resources are not utilized; 

4) Lack of institutional infrastructure, legislative and organizational 

aspects; 

5) Lack of financing; 

6) Shortage of industrial information. 

The meeting has reviewed and exchanged views on the materials contained 

in the above-mentioned documents and special emphasis was put on the main 

recommendations of UNIDO Intergovernmental Expert Group Meeting on Industria- 

lization of LDCs held in Vienna during the period 15-24 November 1976, 

which was presented by UNIDO representatives in the meeting.    Those recommenda- 

tions were considered by the meeting as a good base for identifying the 

required technical assistance programmes.    It was agreed that the required 

technical assistance would fall in three main areas; 

a) Development of institutional and physical infrastructures 

required for industrialization; 

b) Development of national capabilities in the LDCs (training.etc.) 

c) Financial Resources 

The meeting has noted the readiness expressed by the Arab Funds, 

Arab League and the Arab technical agencies representative« to assist the 

LDCs.    It was clearly indicated that most of these organizations have 

directives from their respective Board of Directors and Governmenting 

bodies to increase their technical assistance in favour of the Arab LDCs. 

The meeting also discussed the ways and means of strengthening the 

Co-operation Among the Arab LDCs and among them and the other Arab developing 

countries and the various Arab organizations and Funds, with a view to 

increasing the required resources to accelerate the industrial process of 

Arab LDCs. 
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Main Recommanda ticnr of the Mooting : 

1. It was agreed that the Arab LDCs should bo assist« ;   m the 

implementation of their industrial sector contained in their 

development plans; 

2. To undertake this,   it was  recommended that UNIDO/lDCAS  should 

jointly,   in co-operation with   the Arab League and the  other 

Arab agencies and organizations  concerned  should form a team of 

experts to visit the following countries:     Djibouti  Republic,-' 

Sudan,   Somalia,  Mauritania, Yemen Arab Republic and Peoples1 

Democratic Republic of Yemen; 

3. The team should review the plan of the industrial development 

sector within the framework of the development plan of each 

country,  in order to identify the main bottlenecks and obstacles 

which faced these countries in the  implementation of their 

industrial projects included in the  industrial plan and proposing 

the appropriate solutions to solve those problems which would 

fall mainly under any or all  of the following areas: 

a) institutional  infrastructure building and physical 

infrastructure building 

b) development of local capabilities 

c) financial and investment resources 

d) provision of experts 

4* The experts team,  among others,   should identify and prepare for 

further action, the required technical assistance projects for 

solving the identified problems  in order to assist  in breaking 

the identified bottlenecks hindering the implementation of industrial 

projects included in the development plan and suggest the appropriate 

action in this direction,  with the necessary estimations  of  the 

resources involved; 

5» The Arab LDCs involved should participate in the above-mentioned 

exercise by forming local teams to prepare prior to arrival  of 

UNIDO/lDCAS team and participate and collaborate with the  team of 

experts in order to prepare and follow-up vhe implementation of 

the agreed upon recommendations at a later stage. 

6.   IDCAS and UNIDO should finalize the programme of technical assistance 

including the detailed plans and the required prefeasibility and 

feasibility studies and provide the necessary substantive support 

for the preparation of the  identified projects to be prepared by the 

joint experts team and prepare the estimated cost  for the  imple- 

mentation of each project; 

\J    Djibouti   ii;  not   included   \-\  the UN  lint   of  LDCr..     Tt   i v.  a  newly 
independent  country  (donerai  Assembly resolution  3?/93   of  H.ir.l'T/) 
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7»  IDCAS and UNIDO,   in co-operation with the Secretariat  of 

the Arab League,  and the  concerned Arab organizations  should 

consider the possibility of forming a consulting croup for 

consultation and co-operation for assisting the Arab LDCs  in 

implementing the technical  and financial assistance projects 

identified in the respective plans of the  industrial sector. 

The  proposed body should be  composed of the Arab LDCs,  Arab 

Economic and Development  Funds,  Arab technical  and Investment 

organizations and the Arab League; 

8.  IDCAG and UNIDO,   in co-operation with the Secretariat  of the 

Arab League and the  concerned Arab organizations and on the 

basis of the findings of the joint experts team should assist 

in preparing a long-term action-oriented plan with special 

emphasis on co-operation programmes among the Arab LDCs and 

the  other Arab developing countries taking into full consideration 

the  special situation of each Arab LDCs and the  future plans for 

the industrial sector within the framework of the Arab strategies 

for development with special emphasis on the Arab industrial 

strategy; 

9«  IDCAS,   in co-operation with UNIDO,  should call for a 

Ministerial Meeting to be attended by the Ministers of Industry 

in the Arab LDCs to review the proposed plan of action and the 

results and recommendations of the IDCAS/ÍJNTDO team of     in^rts 

in order to finalize the programme and provide directives concerning 

the proposed consulting group and the required course of action 

to implement the required technical and financial  programme  of 

assistance as well as the  long-term overall approach in each Arab 

LDCs and the co-operation and co-ordination among these countries. 

The recommendations of the meeting would be presented to the Arab 

and Social  Council  for its endorsement and support. 

Proposed Plan of Action; 

On the 5"th of August,  I have had a meeting with IDCAS for exchange 

of views on the proposed joint UNIDO/lDCAS team of experts which would 

visit the Arab LDCs in order to review the industrial sector development 

plans and  identify the required technical assistance to strengthen the 

capabilities of these countries  in implementing their industrial projects 

included  in those plans.     As a result,   a project document was drafted 
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jointly by IDCAS and myself. However, due to the shortage of time, it was 

agreed that the draft project document would be prepared and forwarded, 

along with Cairo meeting report, to UNIDO in due course for finalisation 

prior to submission to the concerned Arab LDCs. Please find attached as 

Annex III, an outline of the suggested draft project document. 
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ANNEX I 

List of Participants in the Joint USIDO/lDCAS Meeting of Arab LDCs 
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I.      SOMALIA 
X.      UNCTAD 

Mr. Mol ammed Moualim Hussein 
Direct or-General 
Light Industries Projects 
Ministry of Industry 
Somalia 

II.      MAURITANIA (islamic Republic) 

Mr. Abdella Wald Bah 
assistant Secretary-General 
Ministry of Industry 
Mauritania 

III.      TIMES ARAB REPUBLIC     . 

Mr. Mohammed Hussein Hzar 
Lire ct or-General 
Department of Industry 
Ministry of Economics 
Temen Arab Republic 

IV.      ARAB LEAGUE SECRETARIAT 

Mr. Mohammed Abdelwahab El Saket 
Economic T^^artment 
Arab League, Cairo 

V.      ARAB COUNCIL FOR ECONOMIC UNITY 

Mr. Mohamed Amin Oadou 
Consultant 

Mr. Abdel Fatah Shawgi 

71.      APARTMENT FOR ACTIVITIES OP ARAB ATO IHTERMATIOKAL ORGANIZATIONS AND TECHNICAL 
ASSÍSTANCl - ARAB LEAGUE  

Mr. Mohammed Oner Khatab 

VII.      ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES ORGANIZATION/ARAB LEAGUE 

Mr. Toussif Mustafa Saada 
Officer-in-Charge of Arab Co-operation 

VIII.      ARAB FUND FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR AFRICA AID ARAB STATES/ARAB LEAGUE 

Mr. Ali Ahmed Ali Abbas 
Chief, 
Operations and Information Department 

IX.      ARAB FPSD FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMEMT 

Mr. Khalid Tahseen Ali 
Director 
Department of Programmes 
Kuwait 

Mr. A. Nijo 
Industrial Development Officer 

XI.      UNIDO 

Mr. Kamal H. Ahmed 
Chief 
Least Developed Countries Section 
Division of Policy Co-ordination 

Mr. A. Abdelwahab 
Senior Industrial Development Field Adviser 
UNDP 
Kuwait, Kuwait 

Mr. S. Szivos 
Senior Industrial Development Field Adviser 
UNDP 
Cairo, Egypt 

XII.      IDCAS 

Mr.  Ayad El  Azzabi 
Di re ct or-General 
IDCAS 

Mr.  Yahia Sabir Elmulla 
Consultant  for Secretary-General  for Arab Co-operation 

Mr.  Haider Tarabishi 
Consultant  for Secretary-General for Field Activities 

Mr. Vialid Saeed El  Sharif 
Director 
Field Activities Department 

Mr.  Mohammed Hi lai Mohammed 
Di re ct or 
Industrial Policies and Programme Department 

Mr.  H. Mohamed Mandour 
IDCAS Expert and Reporter of the meeting 

Mr.  Abdelfatah El Marashli 
Chief 
Planning and Programming of Industrial Projects 

Mr.  Hanafi  Aboud Mohamed 
Chief 
Field Project Implementation  Section 

Mr.  Ahmed Hassan Abdel-Rahmar. 
Of f i cer-i n-Charge 
External Relations Section 



I 
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IDCAS Contd. 

Mr. Mohamed Kamal Mouatafa 
Services and Industrial Institutions Department 

Mr. Talat El  Sahan 
Field Activities Department 

Mr. Mohamed Taha El Washly 
Field Activities Department 

Mr. Buaha Hussein El Tureki 
Field Activities Department 

Mrs.  Suad Ibrahim El Helbawi 
Industrial Policies and Programming Department 

Mr. Muhsin Mohamed Osman 
Industrial Policies and Programming Department 

Mr. Asaad Khali1 Aghi 
Oeneral Administration for Administrative and Financial 

Mr. Ahmed Mahmoud Abdellatif 
Field Activities Department 

Miss Madia El Mut ai m 
Industrial Policies and Programming Division 
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AMES. II 

A country report on economic situations 

and development efforts in Popular Demo- 

cratic Republic of Yemen. 

Firstly; Basic information; 

The emergence of the republic was 3n the year of 1967 

after 129 years of British occupation. The rr.ajor difficulties 

which faced the neu state wr.re; 

- Under development of the economic structure which was depending 

upon offering services to the British forces. 

- Contraction in ship services and transient trade due to closing 

of Suze Canal« 

National economy wae principally - till that time - depending upon 

offering these to» aarvicea. The rata of annual population grouth la 

3.1 % and the percentage of lllatracy urns aatimatad In 71/1972 aa 

60-9056 of the whole population. 

Secondly; Economic resources; 

3o far, there is no mineral resources to be economically 

expolited and prospects for petroleum are high in addition to the 

presence of aome deposits of chemical compounds. Salt is the only 

atrategic industry in the country. 

Cultivable land represents 0.3% of the total area of Yemen and 

aeeds represent 70% of the total yield.Double irrigation system la 

adopted by means of rain water and underground water. Fish, in 

addition to animala, rapresent the other source of food. Fish indust- 

rlaa represent an investment sector of increasing importance. 
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The rate of unemployment is about 15%. There is two major 

porta in Yemen and there is no railways. 

Thirdly; Th» economic Hpwplnnment In Yemen;. 

The average annual rate of inflation is about 11.7% and the 

real rata of growth is between 1.2-5.2% in the period 1970 /1975. 

Ganaral consumption increased by 68% and there is a great and 

increaaing deficit in the trade balance in the period 73 - 1976. 

It ia predicted that there will be a deficit in the balance 

of payments in the period after 1976. 

Import structure indicates that there is a concentration to direct 

foraign aid. for development , and export structure indicata, inad- 

equate production structure. 

fourthly; Industry *n V«-nt 

Industry represented only 8% of the total local production 

(1975) , and the annual real rate of growth in the period 70/1975 

•night reach 11.7-1<».7% on the average excluding price risa. 

Industrial structure of Yemen shows, that 2/3 of the «hole 

industry is concentrated in food industry(39% ) and spining, weaving, 

clothaa and leather industerles ( 26.7% ). 

Tha unexploited potentialities in industry are very high in 

-„merou. project, in ell industerial sectors, and it is to be noticed 

that the sslt institution and the tomato plant have no unaxploitad 

potentialities. Theaa two projects are relatively large and ara 

highly technologically equipad. 
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Fifthly; Evaluation of the present economic situation In the 

republic: 

1) Analysis shown that the economic development efforts and 

development of the industerial sector were achieved in 

high growth rates according to current prices, When 

correcting the data to calculate the achieved actual growth 

rates, the real growth rates of the total local yield in 

the average period 70-1975 were ranging between 1.2-5.2% and 

these rates were low if we know that the rate of population 

growth is 3.lía annually. The industerial sector had grown 

in high rates amounted to 11.2* annually after removeing the 

influence of inflation. These rates were high and led to 

increasing quote of the industry in the general loool yield 

of the state which changed the economic structure so that 

the percentage contribution for the industry amounted to 85Ó 

efter it was t*.7%  in the year of 197D. This result was mainly 

achieved due to the great increase in investment in recent 

years and especially after 1973. 

2) It was noticed that investments were mainly concentrated on 

the productive sectors and the principal structures for the 

Yemen economy to be converted from a service economy to a 

commodity productive one and this conversion was a correct 

etretegic orientation although it was faced by some difficulties 

amoung which went 
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-Inadequate rate of the local accumulation and the dependence 

greatly on the foregin aids and loans uhIch will continue In 

future due to    relative stagnation of exports uith essential 

exception in fish Industry. The reason of such stagnation is 

due to under development of the agricultural sector and    dir- 

ecting a main part to the self-consumption aa uell as due to 

the undevolping mutual relations in an adequate way between 

induetry and agriculture till now. 

The unexploitation of the available potentialities to the maximal 

degree because exploitation of the existing productive potentialities 

li not efficient aa has been ahoun by the analysis. The reaaon is due 

to lack of administrative and technical persona and the inadäquate 

engagement relations between industry and sectors of transportation 

marketing and importing  ato*    It ia parepactively noticed that 

projecta of the five years plan are not linked by clear productive 

targata ao that their consequences may be put in frame plan for the 

national calculations aa meli es there ie no uncompleted   commodity 

balance in planning and calculating semi-product consumption beceuae 

calculating techniques for projects are different. 

3- Bsaldes the above mentioned, the government efforts in the field 

of establishing institutions had gone far and especially in estab- 

l '. -hing the planing boarda and their principal organa. In addition 

to the central board for planning, there are unita for planning in 

miniatriee and, local and regional boards and there are also aectiona 

to plan for tha govarnmantal projadta and it remains only to 

improve quality of tha planning services and planing techniques« 
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Ministry of planning is the ministry to define priorities of 

investment and is responsible for foreign finance and technical 

aid3 and to undertake the execution of the plans. 

i») Data of exports and imports show the enormous increase of 

importa despite their adquate structure where about 2/3 of 

imports are allocated for importing •«mi-produced and capital 

commodities, yet, exports don't cover 5%  of the value of importa 

and this means a great deficit in the trade balance which is 

going to an increase* 

5) Except the fish wealth, Yemen undergoes a sharp decrease in 

maturai resources suitable for economic exploitation and it also 

undergaea lack of trained persons and in adequacy of the capital 

formation baaed upon local sources with a deficit in trade 

balance and the balança of payments. Therefore; the development 

prospects are still strongly linked to development of the agric- 

ultural sector which contributes by 25?i of the total local yield . 

Democratic Yemen government realizes this fact and there is an 

intention for planned horizontal and vertical expansion in the 

agricultural sector and to vary corps especially in the territories 

and vailles around Adan where production of corps may be increased 

gnd to boost monetary production as well as developing the animal 

wealth sector. This expansion may eventually lead to developing 

and expansion of the industrial base which depends upon agricultural 

raw materials ( weaving - Olla - leather .... etc ) by rationalization 
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of tht available exploited water if it ia surface water or under- 

ground    one. For the finance re3ourceat present tax value represente 

17* of the national income(1975) and it is an adequate ration for 

the developing    countries.    It is noticed that the agricultural sectaria 

ehouldered by a great   burden in this respect,  and these conditions 

of development are found as a historic necessity in all developed 

countries considering egriculture aa the main productive activity 

which produces a real economic surplus. 

TtChnlcal aida for Ponulsr Democratic Republic of Yemen.! 

1- The republio obtains great foreign aids- which share b'y 553Í 

from the total value of investments allocstad for development- 

al» Arab and Foreign atates and by means of bilateral accorda 

with numerous atates amoung which are the socialist states. 

Promotion end developing of trained persona quantitatively end 

qualitatively Is the msin sfsctor which governs Yemen condition! 

•nd represente the mein obstacle. Oeepite the great governmental 

•fforte to train pereona through extensive and rapid expanison in 

the teeching and training sector, Yet there is s deficit which 

will continue in this field snd there is s need to foreign exper- 

ience expecially to establish snd execute the new projecte and 

their eubsequent operation«. 

2- Yemen also needs an sdquate system to evaluate the investment 

projecte end to link their indicationa    to the national plan. It 

ncede to improve plenning machineries, and to develop netionel 

celculationa and eccountancy for the project. 
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3- Southern Yemen ia still undergoing the problem of unemployment 

and subsequently orientation should include establishing of high 

density labour industries especially in the realm of small and 

environmental industries considering them as means for labour 

absorbing and as a source to train persona which represents a 

reservoir to develop great mechanical industries. It is noticed 

that traditional commodity market undergoes deflation which threatens 

thia sector. In this respect, state should issue legeslative and 

organizing procedures which help to develop this sector and, the 

surplus of production to be directed for exportation considering 

its yield aa a cultural commodity. It seems that reason for 

deflation in thia sector is due to fear of the private sector from 

nationalization procedures, immigration of soma invaatora to the 

north , the low purchasing power in tourna, and at laat due to bad 

organization of thia sector. Yemen may haad a technical expérience 

to develop thia aactor and Arab potentialltlaa can provida with it. 

4- In Ita plan of aida for the year 1978 which waa proposed in response 

to the Yaman'a call, the I.D.C. for Arab States intended to 

perform a comprehensiva induatarlal sweeping and organized offering 

of 10 training granta In the realm of industry. Variety of dia- 

cplinea will be defined according to resulta of swept which ia 

carried out in Yemen. There is en intention to implement the 

unified accountancy ayatem in Yaman'a induaterial inatitutiona. 

Five technical feasibility studies will be performed to establish 

projecta and, the Arab Fund for Technical Aids to the Arricen and 

Arab Stataa undertakes the participation in financing the execution 

of these projacta. 
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A Country Report on Economic Situations 

and Economic Development in   Democratic 

Republic of Sudan 

Firstly:    Basic informations 

The annual growth rate of population is 2.2$ (1966-1975)* 

Secondly»    Economie reapurees; 

There are some different metals like iron ore (a reservoir 

of about ISO million ton), copper (10 million ton), chrome (l million 

ton), gold, manganese,  lead, tin, tungsten,  ••••etc.    There is 

great prospects for petroleum. 

The cultivable land is about I85É from the total area of 

Sudan and cultivable land is about 10.13 million feddan.    There is also 

80 million feddan of pasture.   Agriculture in Sudan depends mainly 

on rainy-irrigation.    The major corps in Sudan depend on rains, there- 

fore production figures are seriously increased or decreased depend- 

ing upon rains* 

805t labour power work in the sector of agriculture and 

forests.   As agricultural work is still depending upon traditional 

ways and the prevailing of a self-reliant production mode, therefore 

agricultural expansion prospects are necessarily linked with adopting 

modern agricultural techniques and the mechanization of some agricultral 

processes. 
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Area of foreBts is about 455 of square km, and, in view of 

the importance of forests for Sudan, therefore, there is a special 

machinery for forests inside Ministry of Agriculture since the 

year 1932. dum arabic is the second major corp in Sudan foreign 

trade where 50 thousand tons of it are annually exported. 

Sudan is considered as one of the little countries in Africa 

and Middle Bast which has 300 million feddan and there are 44 million 

cattle in 1978 (international Bank estimates). 

Animal wealth is considered the most important source for 

the local yield in the state where it shared by 16$ in the total local 

yield (1975). 

Potentialities of fishing is about 60 thousand ton of fish 

annually in river Nile in addition to fishing along 700 km of coats 

on Red Sea. 

Most industries in Sudan depends upon agricultural and animal 

resources like industries of spinning and weaving, oils, sugar, ciga- 

rettes, dairy products and to dye keathers. 

There are three main line of railways in Sudan and 19000 km. 

of roads. 
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Thirdly; Economic development of the State: 

Convertible industries had grown in average annual rate 

of 6%  in the period 59/1970-74/1975 taking 66^ 67% as a reference 

year. 

Data of I.M.F. indicate that the real growth rate for 

the total local yield in Sudan was an average of 2.1$ annually 

in the period 65/1973» This rate is less than the rate of popula- 

tion growth, the situation which led to a decrease in the average 

income of individuals of local yield for the same period in teros 

of -O.756 annual average* 

Sudan foreign-trade is considered of high relative importance 

in the total national yield where this sector occupies the second 

class after the sector of agriculture and forests yet is has the 

same characteristics of foreign trade in the developing countries 

i.e. most exports of Sudan are agricultural products confined 

in a limited number of commodities especially cotton and also most 

of imports are consumptive commodities. Non-consumptive commodities 

are confined with importing tools, spare parts and equipments of 

transport. 

Consumptive goods represent more than 85$ of the total value 

of imports. 

There is an improvement in the balance of payments in the 

year 72/1973 due to the improvement in the trade balance. 
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Sudan depends to a great extent on foreign aids and Ioana for 

the purpose of economic development and, to finance a great part 

of current expenditures in the annual budget. Despite that the foreign 

assistance and loans are offered to Sudan with great facilities, yet 

the continous dependence on these aids has a great influence on state's 

debts. 

Analysis of data shows that about one fifth of the total value 

of exports is allocated to pay for loans and it is a high ratio. Con- 

sequently, Sudan needs in the forth-coming years loans with facilities, 

gifts and various aids. 

Fourthly! Convertible industries in Sudan; 

Industry shared by a low ratio in the total local yield which 

amounted to 15.196 in 74/1975 according to current prices. Modern 

industries began in the wake of the II World War and are represented 

mostly in consumptive industries which shared by 78.4/6 in the local 

yield of convertible industries (1971). Among these industries we 

find that the food and, spinning and weaving industries to be the 

most important one. 

Industry depends mainly on importing tools and equipments. 

Available data point out that the unexploited potentialities 

in industry reach to $Of,  in spinning industries. 

V. 

* 
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Priorities of the industrialization policy, in a country such 

as Sudan, may be viewed as follows: 

1. Vertical expansion in the existing industries through uti- 

lization of the unexploited potentialities to boost producti- 

vity by the least possible costs. 

2. To link together plans of the industrial and agricultural 

sectors, to the effect that productivity can be increased. 

3. Development of the industries which represent a compensation 

because of importing. These industries depend on local prime- 

materials and consumptive industries. 

4. Development of building materials and construction industries 

to cope with requirements of development plans. 

5. To execute mineral research programmes then the expansion 

in some industries which may be exported and not need complex 

technology in the first stage as spinning and to dye leathers. 

Technical aids to Sudan; 

Sudan requested IDCAS to offer these aids for the year 

1978: 

1. Performing industrial sweeping for food industries. 

2. Performing pre-feasibility studies to establish an industrial 

agricultural complex to extract plant oils. 

V. 
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3.     Assistant to apply the system of cost estimation, to lay down 

a system for stores in supplying with spare parts and to    lay down 

a system to evaluate performance in addition of establishing and 

evaluation of some other industrial projects. 

Sudan also requested aid in some other projects for the year 

1979 which are represented as follows: 

1. To pefform a comprehensive industrial sweeping in co-ordination 

with UNIDO. 

2. To design the general policy for planning and quality control in 

the companies related to the Institution of spinning and weaving in 

addition to other aids. 

3. Offering of training grants in the fields of spinning, weaving and 

others. 

4. To organize courses for electrical and mechanical maintenance. 

* 
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A Country Report on Economic Situations 

of the Yemen Arab Republic 

Firstly: Basic Information: 

Rate of population growth is about 2.k%. 

(International Bank estimates) and, percentage of 

illiteracy is about 87% of the whole population. 

Secondly; Economic Resources; 

Mineral resources are still diminished except 100 

thousand ton of rocky salt produced annually since 1972, 

in addition to small quantities of iron ore. There is a 

project to search for and to extract metals and there is 

no petroleum. 

.Cultivable land represents k2%   of the total area 

of Yemen and agriculture depends mainly on rains which 

irrigate 85-875» of the total cultivated area. There is 

also an animal and fish wealth. 

It is expected that there will be a sharp decrease 

in number of highly qualified and normal persons required 

to implement the development plans. 

The underdevelopment is the basic feature of public 

utilities in the state. There are three parts and there 

is no railways. 

Thirdly ; Economic Development in the State Since 1970 ; 

Agriculture represents the major economic activity 
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where it contributes by about p0?° of the total local 

yield, and contribution of industry is very diminished. 

Capacity to save from the total local yield is equal 

to zero. It is noticed that the total achieved invest- 

ments had exceeded planned investments in the period 

72-73 - 75-76. Foreign trade is not considered as a 

source for growth and there was a great and increasing 

deficit in the trade balance in tb*» period 70/I975. 

Development depends mainly on foreign finance and this 

will produce negative effects on both the short afad long 

terms and a great deficit on the balance of payments in 

addition to a subsequent contraction in investments. 

Fourthly: Industrial Structure and the Industrial Rate 

of Growth: 

Industrial sector is considered to be in its early 

steps of growth. Industry is based upon substitution of 

some imports and quota of the new industries of spining 

und weaving, cement and some consumptive industries 

reached k0%  of the industrial production's total value. 

Industrial rate of growth reached 8.7% annually in the 

recent four years. 

Available industrial potentialities should depend 

in this phase on industries which substitute imports. 

The state is concerned with the formation of an 
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administrative system for the industrialization process, 

in order to drive more investments tc the industrial 

field. 

Industrial food sector is the major sector followed 

by - in decreasing order of importance - sectors of 

building material, weaving, minerals and chemicals. 

Fifthly: Evaluation of the present Economic Situation: 

1. Yemen undergoes a sharp decrease in the natural 

resources attainable to be economically exploited 

in present. It also undergoes lack in technical, 

administrative and semi-skilled persons in addition 

to social nature of the state (difficulty to adapta- 

tion between different families), isolation of rural 

area, disorder of the internal markets, and, inadequcy 

of the capitalistic formation established on local 

sources. All these factors hinder the process of 

development. 

2. Despite of all these hindrances, the drive of develop- 

ment is eventually hanges on developing of the commo- 

dity sectors in the society and these sectors are 

agriculture, industry and, construction. The governing 

element here is the agricultural sector which represents 

the major sector in the field of commodity production. 

Necessity to develop agricultural sector, increasing 

its productivity and, increasing efficiency of exploiting 
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agricultural   resources   especially   land   is   the   real 

burden  which  represents   a   challenge   for   development 

efforts   in  Yemen.   Starting   point   must   be   in   the 

direction   to   find   means   of   establishing   monetary 

economy   through   increasing  percentage   of   marketable 

agricultural   products   and  to   reject   gradually   self- 

consumption  economy   to   save   industry  requirements 

in   agricultural   commodities,   to   save   food   for   urban 

areas   inhabitants,   to   export,   to   ensure   expanding 

of   the   internal   market   and,    to   develop   relations 

between   productive   sectors   and  especially   agriculture 

and   industry.   It   is   obvious   that   achievement   of  rapid 

accomplishments   in   this   connection   is   faced   by   great 

difficulties   and   needs   long   periods   of   time   since 

it   is   connected   principally   to   the   nature   of   the 

social   structure.   It   is  also   required   to   link   isolated 

territories   by  means   of   transportation   and   communica- 

tions. 

3.      Analysis   of   the   status   quo   indicates   serious   inadeq- 

uacy   in   the   ratio   of   capitalistic   formation   from  the 

local   yield.   So   far,   capitalistic   formation  was 

mainly   achieved   by   dependence   upon   foreign   sources. 

Consequently,   the   approach   is   to   increase   tax   pro- 

ceeds   from   local   product   even  in   low  ratio   simultan- 

eously  with  good   orientation  of   resources   and   financial 

follow-up   on  expenditures   and,   curbing   down   of   the 
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high growth rate of expenditures in the governmental 

budget as well as adopting modern techniques of 

Savings. 

k* Many difficulties were arose when execution of the 

development plan projects due to the non-efficient 

wector of construction and contractors.re 

5«  Despite serious difficulties, Yemen achieved relatively- 

high growth rates in the period 1970-1976. It is to 

say that starting point to develop Yemen emanates 

from: modernization of agriculture, increasing con- 

vertible sharing of national sources, training per- 

sonnel, tackling the problem of immigration, develop- 

ment of the construction and transport sector and, 

establishing necessary institutions capable of 

achieving all of these tasks in a contemporary way. 

Technical Aids to Yemen; 

1.  Yemen obtains different forms of aids from Arab and 

international sources and the real problem here lies 

in, how to choose priorities for exploiting technical 

aids. 

2.  It i8 noticed that the absorption of aids which are 

connected to execution of foreign supervised projects 

needs two essential elements on the Yemen's part so 

that the maximal economic benefit can be attained. 
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These two elements are: 

a-  Establishing of technical and administrative 

institutions responsible for execution of these 

projects. 

b-  Training personnel to be responsible for the 

operation of the project. 

It is to say here that Yemen requested I.U.C. for 

the Arab States to aid Yemen in establishing a 

system for industrial statistics and that request 

was scheduled in projects of technical aids of I.D.C. 

for the year 1978. 

3.  To accelerate the development process - especially 

in the next five years plan - Yemen needs a specia- 

lized technical experience in the realm of pre- 

feasibility studies of projects and a boosting for 

machineries of providing with necessary information 

for development. 

k.     Prompt aid can be offered to develop accountancy 

and costs system in public sector and, to develop 

financial administration system of the state and 

the financial follow-up. 

5.  In the industrial field, Yemen can be technically 

helped as follows: 

a-  To specify and choose industrial projects which 
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achieve  integration with  agricultural   and  mineral 

••ctor with  the  evaluation  of  these  projects. 

b-     Yemen undergoes   a   sharp  lack  of  trained  personnel 

and. immigration  of  labour  power.   So,   there   is  an 

intention  in   the  next  plan   to  use  modern   technolo- 

gical   techniques.   Consequently,   the   technical 

required aids   lie   in  defining  and  choosing   adequate 

productive   technology  for   definite  projects   and,   to 

halp  informing  a  board  to   be   responsible   for   applying 

selected  technology  and  to   set   legislative   laws   in 

this  field. 

» 
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A Country report on the economic 

situations in Islamic Republic of 

Mauritania and its development 

prospects. 

Firstly; Basic information: 

Mauritania ia a dependent state since November 1960. 

Rate of annual papulation growth is 2.9%.  The agricultural sector 

is too underdeveloped and the major economic activity is still 

depending upon pasture    which represents the main source of income 

for more than 70% of inhabitants. Only 20% of inhabitants work 

in agriculture. 

Secondly; Economic resources: 

Extensively exploited mineral wealth is represented in 

presence of great amount of iron ores ( about 8 million ton of 

production in 1972)  and copper ores( about 20  thousand ton of 

annual production).    Other ores are present as phosphates, heavy 

sands, gold, lime    etc.... 

Agricultural production seriously decreased In the years 

70-1973 due to a long dryness so that the decrease amounted to a 

ratio    of 70% .    Also,  animal wealth decreased  in a rate reached  '.o 

20%. Contribution of agriculture in the total  local yield was only 

about if%(1973).  Agriculture depends mainly on  rain water but, 

there are same projects to establish a series of dams on the Singal 
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river to ensure Irrigation of many areas of cultivable land. 

ftnimal wealth sector shared by about 25% of the total 

local yield(1972) and this sector had undergone great losses due 

to dryness since the year 1968. This sector represents a possibil- 

ity for industrializing meat and leathers. 

Mauritania possesses 563 km. of coasts on the Atlantic 

ocean which are very rich in fish and represinting a posiblllty 

for fishing estimated annually by 3 million tons. There is also 

a good possibility for fishing in Singal river. Fishing sector 

shared by about 5% of the total local yield(1973). 

In the sector of forests, Mauritania is considered as 

the second state in the whole world in the field of producing gum 

arable which represents 1% in the total local yield and 2% of 

exports. 

Rate of illiteracy is still more than 90% and .Mauritania 

undergoes a great deficit in technical personnel and it employs 

a great number of foreigners in the modern economic sectors 

(2/3 of personeel in modern sectors are foreigners). 

There is only one main road in the country, one line 

for railways, two main ports and one company for civil aviation. 

Thirdly: Economic development in the country; 

A short period economic pick up began in 1974 but, 

world price rise in addition to high prices of imports, led to 
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serious internal inflatory pressures which in turn, led to a 

deficit in the balance of payments. Another deficit was also 

achieved in 1975 due to reduced price of copper and insufficient 

world demands on iron ore. 

Present development strategy for the five years plan 

76/1980 indicates the intention of the state to develop commodity 

sectors and, resources especially animal wealth, agriculture and, 

fiah. 

Development of the modern sector will play an important 

role in improving the financial potentialities of the state 

through boosting of investments in radical sectors. The inter- 

national Bank estimates points out that, rates of growth in the 

modern sector may reach - in the next five years plan- to an annual 

average of 5% considering that iron ore extraction and, fish 

industries represent the two pioneer sectors in this field. 

Growth rates of the radical sectors will be ranging 

from 2-3% annually according to the same source. Therefore the 

total estimated growth rate of the f-'auritanian economy will be 

in terms of k%  annually. 

Growth rate of the total local yield was 2.2% in the 

period 70-1973, then it increased in the period 73/1975 to be 8.255 

annually. Growth rate for the total local yield is estimated by 

k.2%  in the period of the plan. It is noticed that rates of total 

local income was in average less than growth rates of the local 
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yiald due to deterioration of conditions and rates of foreign 

exchanges not in favour    of Mauritania,  i.e.  Foreign trade 

caused  a great reduction  in  the achieved growth rates for the 

total local income« 

It is noticeable  to mention  that contribution ratio 

of  the consumptive commodities  in the total value of importa 

had decreased in significant way in  favour of rising the ratio 

of capitalistic commodities  in relative to the total value of 

imports and  ,  it is  a positive change. 

Mauritania mainly  depends upon  exporting one commodity 

of an  increasing relative importance and  it is iron ore which 

represented about 8U.6X in the value of exports  (1975),  and it is 

not expected for this  situation to  be greatly changed till  the 

year  (1980). 

Deficit in  the  trade balance increased from a value of 

0.1 million dollar  (1970)   to  reach  a value of 35.2 million  dollar 

(1975)  on basis of constant prices  for the average period of years 

1967 - 19S9. 

According to  the International Bank estimates,  it  ia not 

expected to bridge the gap between  import and export till  the year 

of I960 but,  this gap will  widen to  reach a little more than 2 5% 

of import value. 
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Fourthly:  Industry in Mauritania: 

The major part  of  industrial  production  is due  to 

extraction  industries  in   the field of iron ore  and copper 

production.  Production  of  iron represented about 27% of the 

total  yield for the years  70-1972. 

Except of tin-fish,  Sector of convertible industries 

is still  too  limitted. 

According to the  industrial studies performed by 

UNIDO  in  1976, there are some  obstacles   which hinder the estab- 

lishing  of neu industrial  units.  The most important of these 

obstacles  is  the serious   lack in available industrialized resources 

due to  self-consumpticn  of agricultural and animal resources  in 

addition  to  lack of technical personnel.  There  is a great potent- 

iality  to  establish a group of small and medium - size  projects 

in the  fields of food,  building materials and  simple  technological 

industries.   It should be  assert on the necessity to develop  a 

technical,   commercial  and  financing basis so that neu industries 

may be  developed and  to   be boosted by  the government. 

Technical  aids to Islamic  Republic of Maurjtaniaj 

Mauritania requested  I.D.C.A.S    to offer aid in three 

projects: 

1)   Granting of  20 scholarships   for one month each  in 

the fields  of  practical training of printing and 

plastic  industries and,  the evaluation of projects. 
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2) Laying down a scheme to establish industrial complex 

to offer the industrial services,  aids and,  technical 

experience needed by private and public industrial inst- 

itutions. 

3) Establishment of a consultative, technical,  economical and 

legal unit to help the ministry of industrialization in 

performing industrial projects studies and,   in preparing 

tenders and books of specifications till the actual execution 

stage. 

All these projects were submitted to the Arab Fund for 

Technical    Aid to the African and Arab States. 

T» 
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A Country report on econcnlc situating 

and development efforts in Democratic , 

Renubllc of Somalia 

Ein&JLJ Beale Information i 

Tha average annual growth rate of population was 

2.6-Í In tha period 70-1975 and, 60 iS of 'he unolo pop- 

ulation work In agricultural sector. 

Secondly! economic resources} 

Somalia la poor in mineral resources but there 

are some unaxploited metala as iron ores, tin and , 

radio active mataríais. There ia no patroleum. 

Cultivated land <fi;i of the total area of the stata) 

representa half of the cultlvablo land and, decrea af 

salinity is high. 

Aninal resource représenta thu root impartant 

•ourcB for obtaining foreign currency and, Fiah sector 

is still underdeveloped. 

Rate of illiteracy ig representad ñau by sai after 

it was 95:: in the year of 1572. 

Great expansion in the technical and high education uill 

cover requirements of tha development plans by labour 

power in 1901. 

There are 177IJ0 ka 0f roads, four porta and tan 

airports but there is no railways. 
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Thirtltfl Economic development in the atatei 

The percentage area of industy use 12% In the 

total local yield In 197«». Foreign finance in the in- 

dustrial sector represents 855Í of the planned invest« 

•«fit value for induatry, Ths value of lnveataenta had 

increeaed by high ratas in ths years 76,1977 and this 

•sans that foreign finance la directed to investments 

on one hand and contribution of it in the development 

«penate is increased from the other hand and this 

sight load in long tern» to the increasing of foreign 

dsbts which in turn lead to bad effects on the dévelop- 

pant process, Anslyais indicatss high national rate of 

ssving but, if this rats uaa compared by total local 

yield, it may ba of a negative value. The trade balance 

sehlsvsd a surplus in 1975 but it la predicted that it 

«ill achieve e deficit in the year of 1976. 

fBUrthltf 1 Induetrv »iff the Industrial orouth in ^1^ 

Ths msjor part of industry depends upon agriculture and 

thsrs is s projsct to Establish a petroleum reflnning 

plant finsnosd by Iraq. Ths industrial contribution in 

ths totsl local yield amounted to ?:>  in 1973 and the 

annual growth rata for induetry wae about 17-16ÍÍ excluding 

price rise. The main sector in induatry is the food , 
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beverages and cigarette industries.    Document of the 

Neu Triple urogram for Industrialization defines  the 

mein problems which  face industry  as  technological 

under developnent,   lack to trained  personnel, lack  to 

ounply with prine materials ....  etc.  The document also 

•et solutions to develop the industry depending upan 

the local resources« 

Fifthly! A ooranectlve evaluation for econonlc situations In 

Démocratie Republic of Somalia^ 

1« There la a lack in precise information and data and« 

•11 available data are approximates estimates. 

2- Due to rarity of rain water in 1973 - 157<», there was 

an econonlc catastrophy and a decrease in the agricultural 

product. Cattle and banana, the tuo major sources for 

foreign currency, were badly affected, for this reason, 

aonelia lost 20-25^ of its animal  wealth and 19 

thousands of individuals were killed ( till the end of 

1575) due to dryness and dearth. 

3» This catastrophy was the baaic phenomena which faced 

the development process in the years from 197¿* and 

till now. Investments were affacted Jiut, a new economic 

flourish phase has begun with tha middle of 1975. 

k» There h3S been a surplus in budget ( governmental 

savings) since the year 1971 and after 10 successive 

years of budget deficit. Yet,  eatension of the govern- 

ments! services  and investnento makes preserving of this 
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surplus  In the forthcoming years to be a difficult 

problem.  So, there la s need to develop tax system, 

to search for other sources of revenues  «tí to de- 

velop public sector and increase its efficiency. 

5- So far,  trade balance is still undergoing deficit 

in an increasing manner since Somalia dependence in 

1960 due to the high growth rata of Imports and con- 

stancy of exporta. This fact can be explained if we 

know that imports connected to the development process 

en representing i»0% of tha total value of importa at 

197<» and this percentage is higher now. The other SOU 

is aainly earmarked to Import food producta and it is 

difficult to curb dawn Imparting food. Therefore Che 

percentage covering of imports value by exporte is still 

low and. subject to ahavp fluctuations of world prices, 

6« Obtaining of 65,8 Billion dollar as a liquid money in 

addition to loans led to achieving a surplus in the balance 

of payments estimata* by 51.9 million dollar  (1975), Thia 

MM the major positive phenomena in that year, 

% Foreign aida have played,  and they will, an important role 

In financing investments in addition to budget savings. 

Besides the efforts exterted to obtain foreign financing for 

tit project* and in particular from OPEC states, Somalia 

adopt a policy for self- dependence. 
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S) Foreign deb to of Sonai i a were estimatati last of the year 

1973 by <»33.7 million dallar but, the major part of these 

debt« was offered by very easy conditions. Rate of covering 

foralgn debts increaaed froin3.tô (1972) to Vi  (1975) and 

It is • slight ratio« Somalia aa a poor country and its exports 

an subjected to great fluctuations- has to obtain foreign 

aida In very aaay conditions. 

9) Population structure and resoursea are the principal definitive 

for the development prospects. Starting paint is to focus on 

agricultural sector which nay echieve a surplus towards food 

aalf-dependenca and to supply industry with the necc3aary 

requirements of production. Although current plans concentrate 

on development of the agriculture depending upon irrigation and 

to decline the dependence upon rainy agricultura, to the effect 

that, high productive and constant rate3 nay be achieved, yet 

development of rainy agriculture ia also adopted to reach ita 

utmoet banefit. Somalia undertakes development and increü3ing 

•orketing of the animal sector. 

10) Economy is developing nou in e high growth rates. Success Ì3 

protended in execution of great investment plans in addition 

to offering services to the people and dosait that, there Ì3 

a aurplus in the budget. The state achieved alao eminent 

aceonpliahnents in the field of education either basic education 

C aa e necessity for life) lor to train labour pouer ( a3 

a necessity for the development procesa). 
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11) Tha quota of the industrial sector la mora than 9^i of the 

total local yield* Moat industries depend upon agriculture 

and the animal wealth and, the neu program for industrial- 

ization depends upon completeness of sugar« cement and asbestos 

plaits. The stata aina at development of ths existing plants 

and to modernize other projects and then to establish neu 

otojacta in the flaida of consumptive industries« building 

•ataríais and production of iron bare. The industrial sector 

eharply undergoes from • set of problems which aret lack of 

supplias from prima materiale , rarity of trained labour power, 

serious inadequacy of the administrative stuff and« absence of 

ths inatltutiona reaponsibls for plsnning, administration« and 

offering the industrial services. The Triple program adopts 

sodsrnlzation of the small industries sector and to turn it 

to bs sore mechanically equiped. 

Technical aids for Spalla. 

1« Foreign finance represents about 80% from the total value 

of investments. 

2* Sommila obtained aids end loans from Arab 3tatss and inter- 

national organisations. A part of these aids uas earmarked 

for technical aids amoung uhich are road projects« education« 

training and development Bank as a major in titution in addition 

to the ministry of industry to plan for establishing and 

V\ 
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follouing up of the industrial projects. 

3-1.O.C. fui' Arab Statas has scheduled aotna projects for 

technical aida in ita plan for the year 1979, and they are: 

a) Eight training granta in leather, oils, auaet and cig- 

arette indU9trie9. Training of paraonnal uill be performed 

in Arab States and tha coat of the project io 11.3 thousand 

dollar* Period of training is one month, 

b)Sending u; parts to Somalia for productive administrative 

andt technical development in leather industry, Somalia 

Intend to increase the output of one plant and to modernisa 

the other one, 

*M. Somalia intend, to establish neu industries as cement, iron 

and ateel and , gla33 indu3terieo. Because of tha lack in 

experience in these industries, Somalia is in need for technical 

aids in these fields. Somalia has to define accurately it3 need3 

to that I.D.C. far Arab 3tates can put plans of technical aida 

to be offered. 

^ 
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A Country report on economia situations 
in Republic of Oiboti and its development prospects. 

Firstly i    Basic Information» 

Oiboti is a dependent state since 8 May 1977 and 

for the absence of national statistical maohinery, the state 

has no population data. 

Secondly t Boonomio resouroest 

There is a probability to find petroleum and copper 

la Oiboti.    The land is poor where rooks and sands cover 

about 30% of the total area.    Exploitation of cultivable land 

han&es on the abundance of water and« water is rare.    Animal 

wealth ha« grown in the previous five years in   low rates 

and fish wealth is estimated only by 700 ton annually. There 

is one considered port (Oiboti), and» there is also one line 

for railways but» Camels are still playing a vital and an 

Important role In the internal transportation.    Country is 

still undergoing from lack of trained labour power and depends 

upon foreign labour power in the eoonomio activity, 

IMrtlH goat yyoqoPio indications» 

Although extraction industries are confined only 

with production of salt, yet its production seriously declined. 

Food consumptive industries represent the only activity in 

the convertible industries.    There is two stations, one for 

•leetrio power and» the other to refine water,    Thero is only 
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on« ooneldered tomi in th« rtpubllo (Giboti). 

Th« trad« balano« la always sway to th« negativ« 

direction. 

Ixport «true tur« shows a full-depend «no« to a great 

extent, on th« «xporting of servioea and not on exporting 

eommoditi«« which oon«id«r«d aa an inadäquat« indicator for 

th« «tat«,    Th« major part of th« import «truoture (mor« than 

804) i« mainly allooeted to import food.    Th« other part is 

mainly «armarlced for inv«stm«nt oommoditi««, 

fo««ibiliti«a to d«orea«e th« voxu« of import« in near - 

futur« ar« difficult du« to th« dependence of import« on 

supplying with basi« need« of population in food and oonaump- 

tiT« oommodlti««. 

Fourthly Ifaj-uatlon of th« «oonomio situation« of Qiboti and 

it« development  prospectât 

1, Th« r«al problem which faoe« th« country i« not th« 

laok to resource« but» how to develop end «spioit« 

the«« reaouroe« in a «tat« of vary little number of 

inhabitant«, 

2, Oiboti eoonoay i« a «ervloe «oonomy and it i« also 

a dual «oonomyt   modern «ector baaed on «hip servie «a 

and transient    trad« and» underdeveloped sector depend- 

ing on oattl«. 

• 
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3, Although thars is no data about tha fish waalth, yat, 

this point mat ba eonaidarad In a raaaareh work. 

4, tha arailabla potantiality for aaat and for aatabliahing 

a laathar lnduatrj la about 175 thousand animala annually 

and it la a good figura,   Tha naoaaaary condition to 

•atabllah auoh lnduatry liaa in markatlng of tha al iva 

animala, transporting than, of faring madloal aarvicaa, 

guiding of o atti aman, ... ato. 

3,     Attention «uot ba paid to tha aalt industry oonaidarlng 

it as an «sporting industry to improba tha balano« of 

payments,   Xntanslva raaaaroh work must ba paid for 

othar natala Ilka ooppar and pstrolaum, 

g,     A building matarla! lnduatry nay ba aatablisnsd through 

nodarn and small ale« produotion unita and thla naada 

a taohnieal prafaasiblllty atudias. 

7. At tant Ion mast ba paid for prompt utilisation of tha 

avallatala rasouroas esptclally to dya laathar« and» in 

laathar industrias and aniaax-rajaots, 

8, Ship a arrie aa «actor in addition to translant trad« 

raprasant tha «oonoalo and naoaaaary basa to assura 

aohiaring tha daralopaant.   So, at tant ion muat b« paid 
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to this sector which represents the major source for 

foreign currency. 

9, There is a good touristic areas especially in Qiboti 

ana sick persona can be treated there due to dry 

atmosphere of the territory.    Consequently, tourism 

can flourish by  this way. 

10, Human power is the main source for development whioh 

- if it was trained - can undertake the responsibility 

of executing the polioy of development«    Human power 

undergoes now a serious backwardness    and in this 

respect,  Oiboti needs important foreign aids in the 

educational, vocational training, technical end, high 

education field«.    In this connection,  Oiboti submitted 

a request to the I.D.C.A.S. to offer some of training 

grants, 

»lfthlvi    Technical aids to Glbotlî 

1,      Analysis of the economio situation of Giboti indicates 

an Inadequate and non-varient productive structure and« 

depenaence of this structure on the service economy. 

This led to a great deficit in the trade balance. 

foreign capitalistic exchanges are the only way to 

overcome this deficit. 
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2.      for tsobnicaj. »id«! 1* im obvious that Oiboti undergo«« 

a laok in responsibly institutions for developasnt of 

tao rssouroM in ths fields of industry, fish and animal 

wealth sad» minerai industri«*.    This because Giboti's 

institutions ars mainly linksd to a service struoturs. 

therefore starting point is to aid ths stats in establish- 

ing necessary institutions to undertake implsminting of 

ths dsvslopmeat proossst 

a) In ths field of dsvelopmsnt of ths institutions 

sonase ted only to industry, uiboti had actually 

requested a technical aid from ths I.D.C.A.S. to 

establish a consultativa, technical, soonomie and 

legal unit to aid the reoent eetabllshed ministry 

of Industry,   Tasks of this unit ars to ohooos ths 

industrial investment opportunities and to perform 

•refsaaibility studies in order to establish 

industrial projects. I.D.G.A.8. estimated 156 

thousand dollar to establish this unit in 1979 by 

finanoe from the Arab Fund for Technical Aid to 

Afrloen sad Arab States. 

b) Oiboti also ssksd for teohnioal aid to issus lamm 

for industrial legislations inoluding a lew for 

industrial organisation and industrial   regletsr 
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which contains data and statistics required for the 

country in it« industrial development. Thia pro,loot 

soheduled in I.D.C.A.S. plan for tha yaar 1979. 

3,  Xa tha fiald of taohnioal aid connaotad to tha industrial 

sactor, Qiboti askad I.D.C.A.S. to perform a preliminary 

atudy to utilisa animal-raj «ets and cruda laathar. It is 

knotm that aniaal waalth is ona of tha important natural 

resources in tha oountry. This project was aohadulad 

in tha pis» of tha oantra for tha year 1979. 

4a  CUboti nsosasarily needs technical aids in tha fields 

of on—ortitj produotion (salt, minerals and fish industrias) 

sad in tha fiald of utilisation fron rara loo al water 

resources. Development of oaltirâted land (by regitablee 

sad fruits) sud, tha saotor of animal waalth is also 

needed. 

9.  diteti Beads a great number of scholarships and training 

grants either inside or outside the country for training 

personnel and especially in the fields of leather in- 

dustries. The Arab states nay participate in this reepeat. 
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An lamie Paper 

The Compre he naiv« Approach to 
the Industrial Development for 

Arab L.S.C. 

1.  The Second General Conference of  the U.N.I.D.a.  held  In 

1975,  issued  the so called -Una Declaration"  uhlCh called 

developing countries  to  have at least 25* as a share In  the 

»arid industrial production till  the year 200D. 

Recommendations and procedures- bodied in „mng plan of 

the declaration-  included  the following: 

-      Procedures  to be undertaken dy  the state,   the most  imp.r- 

tant of   ,hich ars mobilization and maximal exploitation 

of the available natural and human resources in order to 

raise the standard of  living through adopting uls. policeSi 

Plans  snd,   industrial  procedures uhich should be a  reflect- 

ion for economic ana social circumstances of the sta.e and 

hence,  industrial projects may be established on rioht econo- 

mic and  technical b,.l. uhich achieve-through engagement „ith 

other industri,! pr„Jects,  raising  of the industrial activity 

grouth ra,es as uell as achieving-  through integration „ith 

the other  economic activities raising „f the comprehensive 

development  rates on  level of  the state. 

-      Procedures concerning  L.D.C.  u,hich include urging  of other 

states and,   specialized  international and regional  organ- 

izations to offer sufficient aids to assist   .hese states in 

the industrialization procss ,„d  for achieving  econcmlc deve- 

lopment  to an scceotaûle decree. 
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These procedures also  included r-.re   to  establish necersary 

conditions   far  industrializa ;i)n as   tha  aasic  structura, invest- 

ment of available  natural  resources  by  canns  of  establishing 

industri .1   complexes   and,   expiar;.ion  of neu natural  resources 

Procedure  as well  are  concerned ui zh  estaalishina   integra- 

tive productive units  and   r.o  develop  rural areas  by   establish- 

ing  small   size productive units  -.0  :.-E;  requirements  of  local 

markets  unci available  denands  of  exporting. 

2.   It  is  expected  for  I.D.C.,..:.   to  face,  as a rcsaonsible oraaniz- 

ation   thin  development and   tua  inore :3ino   desire of   the  less  deve- 

loped  Arab  co ntrias   to bre.,k  dcun   aha circle of underdevelopment 

onr;   to be SSü  an   the way  of  comnrehensive development   throunh a 

programs  ,i   inn at pavin..,   the muy  before   the  less  developed Arab 

countries in  •.-..rr.icular and,   the   ,rab  homeland  in general,   to 

achieve  tneir ..pirati :ns,   and  -L.ii-  c.n  be attained  by  performing 

studies an.   specialized  technical  researches  inc'-uaed   in  the  ,rea 

of  activi-.ias  and   basks   ,:f    : ,e   I.D.C.a.S. 

As   thä   I.D.J. ..j.   policy   is   to  cor-din,-.a  with   -.he concerned 

•.rabie ,.nrj   intern:-tional  C7?   niz,;i^ns   in   che   ,op  of which  is 

UNIüü,   therefore,   this  uoliay  uill     lso  be odoT.en   in   performing 

necessary  s-^ies  and  in  insulta -.ian   •„•   find   the best  and  succ- 

essful   Ma.3   ..0     c;,iave  z..z   recuirvd   ino-stri  1  aevelcpnent  for 

Arab  S-J-2-:   m     ener.l „nü   o..r¿ ..r^  L.D.C.   ir  "articular   jnd   to 
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find the.practical and objective means far achieving high ratas 

of industrial development for Araa L.D.C, taking into consider- 

ation national interests of each individual state. 

3. There is 3n inquiry about the appropriate approach and/or app- 

roaches to orient tra joint efforts for favour of the Arab L.D.C, 

to achieve higher rates of industrial development by the utiliza- 

atian of av3il<jbla potentialities to the maximal degree in frame 

of present development pljns for each state. 

In searching for an appropri.'te approach and/or approaches, 

the following features and factors must be taken into consideration: 

a) These states should be mainly self-reliant in their deve- 

lopment and promotion. 

b) Forests and, agricultural, animal and fish resources should 

be considered-in conformity with conditions of these states- 

as targets to be industrially and economically developed in 

view of the stream-up and stream dounfrelations of these 

resources uith industry, 

c) -Promoting and training of human and technical skills to be 

considerad as a major coal in the process of indust- 

rialiation. 

d) Industrial development for tnesa statas should be tacklsd in 

viau of ;he comprehensive perspective for tha ..rab ecnomic 

and social devaio-nens. 
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e)   To propese  investment  polices   in   .hese SÙ3tQS  to  ensure flmj 

of ..rao  capitals .nere   fci,arB  ÌG    .tl  ,riJB,n nüüd  fQf thBSB ^.^.^ 

to achieve actively   the  desired   industrial  devele .opment. 

')   To  consiJcr   tna: deve.u-.ina  of   ';h.,   Gxist-n-,  development   instit- 

ution,  t.ileatoblishin.j   of  net, specialized   institutians-as  na ed 

calls  far uill help  in  cre^inf   of  business on,   and   to  offor 

them support .nd assistance  in  selecting   studying   and  escuti on 

of projects   in  add: Linn   -.0  marketin ,   t, 1L! producta  of   tin as e projects 

(as   industri.1  complexes  and  indu; uri..1 areas). 

9)   Industrial  development should be  oriented  touurds boo .tin,  and 

development  cf  rauieal   inautri.s  and   in selecting  of adequo te 

technology   for  development   of   ^ :e   industries  and  training  pers- 

onnel. 

In   terms of   caa auove seven   pronosals,   a   plcn  .us,  be laid  down 

to  direct  tne  join,  ,ffarts   toaar  a   ci;,   in,uatrial  development   in 

tnese s.a.es- as  individual  states-  f  ilo.ed by  rationalized deve- 

lopment  prennes   u..ich  ensure aricar: ,   of success   for   tne   inaust- 

rial  développant   r.nd  to  ensurn   technical   -¿nri  ecnomic  s:u,ies and, 

the administrate ans  technical skills  nectary   Lo  aperse and 

inv_st  prujac.s  af   .nis   in^ua trial  Usvalopment. 

In   .his  conneatian,   i;  in  proposa   far   ,.lese pi..,ns  to be on 

levels which are: 

:UJO 

-     Country  development plan    derived  from ol,ns  of  th 

states. 

e concerned 
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-    Joint development plana  in  terms of capabilities  of 

coordinütian and cooperation between  these states     to 

tackle  their joint porblems  on condition  that,   these plans 

must be  in   rTme af  tna AraQ   indU8trlal development strutegy> 

<•.   It  is  propose, for country projects,   which consolidate develop- 

ment,   to be selected  fro. proposals o    states representatives 

after  reviewing  them  in  this conference on condition  that  the 

intention  to be  towards enhancement of  the specialized establish- 

ments  in   the field of  industri  development and   the assistance in 

performing  technical and  economical  studies  for  these projects. 

It is  proposed  for  the  joint projects   :mong sta.es   to focus  on: 

a)    Study sn¿  foundation of  infection  systems and establishment 

of  industri  1 documentation  cen res and,   centr.s  for  indust- 

rial   information     edia   in  fra ^  of   uab  information  network 

which   ,o  oe   founded  by   I.D.C..-.S.   and U.N.I.D.O.   in addition 

to  training  personnel necessary  to  operate this  network. 

b)    Study  of  the  industtial  prices  in   tnese states and  ration- 

alizing  of these polices and proposing prime targets  for them. 

O    A compressive study on  radical 3r.d  handcraft   induatires  and 

establish of  indu.tir-1  complexes anp areas   inthe  st,,es 

which  n.va no  such   establishments  in  -ddHi-n   t-   i.,„<„     H 

a  plan     :  development qnd     s^icr-T   OH,„ 
I    c       -'j,   s-_ccu.n._.  ad'jqu-ice   techno.ogv   far 

these  industries. 
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d) A comprehensive study on  labaur power  in  thjse stages and, 

requirements  of  development  plj;is  for  tr úned labeur,laying 

down a  joint plan   to make use  of  the available trainin:   centers 

in tnese states and,   enhancenent and  development of  tnese centres 

in addicion   to making use of   the training centres  present  in 

the Arab  stages. 

e) ¿itudy of principal structures  in   tnese stites,   tneir    proolems 

;ind  to  ley   cJoun a plan   for promoting  these  states   in  confarmi-y 

uith    requirement!: of each state. 

f) A comprehensive study  an n^tur-l  resources knjun  in  these 

stages,   the adopted techniques  te  invest them,  and proposing 

of procedure,a programme   to  cevelop  techniques of   investment 

and,   to  industrialize  these rezurces  to uie maximum darrae. 

g) A comprehensive study  an  t.is  available  investment r«pporunitiec 

in  t.iesa  s.a:es :>n '. performing  pre feasibility studies on 

investments.   Those studies  ara   to  be  issued  in bulletins   dis- 

triouta.   an  tue .-.rao  atetas   in  arcer   to promote  investment  of 

.•.rob  Tun.s   in   tneae states. 

h)    ;. study  an   'rejects eocuted  in  these sta.es by Arab and  inter- 

nati; ,  1   institutions and  ar-pasina, a  unified plan   to direct 

these prajjc.s   taajr-s ccardln.t tion ana cooperation 3mcn.] 

these st   tes. 

i)    A stu.y  an  financial resources  newü  ry for   -he    execution of 

some s¿la   tad projects  u..ich  bacst   the development   in   these 
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states and to lay damn a plan in which Arab and foreign de- 

velopment institutions contribute in execution in consultat- 

ion uith thsse institutions. 

5. The Blue Print; 

It is pr .posed to lay down a joint blue print between I.D.C.A.S. 

and U.rj.l.D.G and the other participating institutions. This 

blue print contains the following: 

a) Estimation of the necessary finance to perform proposed country 

and joint studies. 

b) Determination of the co.nittments by which each participant 

institute pledges. 

c) To put 3 tioe -schedule for execution of the propsed studies. 

d) Formation of a joint working group from participant institutions 

and the concerned states .o follow up  execution of the üime- 

scheduie. 

I.D.C.A.S. calls for formation of the joint working group to 

initiate executin. of the blue print which will be concluded through 

your good meeting in addition to determination of the group-way 

of working and, contribution e-jch of the participant institutions. 
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THE nrTERVSJTION OP UHCTAD'S RmsSEHTATIVfi TO 

THB FIHST NESTING POR TIE ARAB L2A3T D3V3L0P2D 
COUITTRISS 

I would on behalf of UNCTAD Secretariat wish to express the 

appreciation for the invitation extended to my Organization by IDCAS to 

attend this first meeting for the Arab Least Developed Countries. As you 

ara    aware Mr* Chairman UNCTAD has played a pioneering role in mobilizing 

international support for special measures in favour of the least developed 

countries» UNCTAD resolutions 62 (ill) and 98 (iv) call for the implementa- 

tion of special measures in favour of least developed countries by the 

international community in a range of areas including technical and 

financial assistano«)  commercial policy,  economic cooperation among deve- 

loping oountries, transfer of technology,  shipping, insurance and reinsurance, 

trade promotion, trade facilitation, restrictive business practices and 

action by socialist oountries of Eastern Europe» Allow me Mr* Chairman first 

to highlight briefly som« of the salient features of the economic situation 

of the Least Developed Countries and the global engagemer t of UNCTAD for 

these countries as a whole before I turn to the specific l> CTAD activities 

in tha Arab Least Developed Countries* 

Despite sane progress in the implementation of special measures, namely 

with respect to the flow of concessional assistance, the economio performance 

of tha least developed countries as a whole has been very unsatisfactory and 

the economio prospects for these countries are very break. The data available 

to the UNCTAD Secretariat indicate that during the I9601 s real per capita GDP 

of the Least Developed Countries has grown at a rate of only 0*9 per-cent 

per annua, while from 1970 to 1977 the rate has been only 0*6 per-cent vfcicfc 

contracts with a growth performance by all developing countries for the same 

period of 2*7 percent.  Indeed for all the least developed countries as a whole 

there have been declines in the period 1970-1977 in other key areas such 
product 

agricultural production manufacturing output, gross domestic^  investment, 

expert purchasing, power and import ve .urne« The bleak economic prospects for 

these countries are evidenced by the fact that if the average growth rateo 

of the past 17 years were projected until 1990 the absolute levels per capita 

for all of these key variables in the least developed countriea would be 

little changed from their present extremely low levels. 

While concessional assistance to the least developed countries as a 

whole in per capita terns increased during the 1970's, arirJy as a result 

of increased flows fren DAC and OPEC »eaber countries,expert receipts declined 

and thus the total foreign exchange a- inabilities in real per capita terms 

increased only from an overall of 3 30»5 in the period 1965-1968 to S 30.9 in 

1976. During the same period real per capita availability for   11 develop!^ 
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eountrles grew aiowly but steadily increasing by one-third. Given the acute 

need to expand the import capacity, which is crucial if these least developed 

countries here to overcome the present acute stagnation in the growth of 

their economies, it is clearly essential that the international community makes 

more series efforts expana eitemai assistance to these countries. As mentioned 

above the OP&C assistance programme to these countries,   to which several Arab 

countries contribute, has played a significant role in the increased support for 

these countries in recent years. This is very gratifying 2nd it is hoped that 

in the spirit of the Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries these 

efforts will be further intensified. 

The UHCTAD Secretariat, in an effort to mobolize increased international 

finsnoisl and technical assistance support for the least developed countries, 

convened a meeting of Multilateral and Bilateral Financial and Technical 

Assistance Institutions with i epresenta ti ves of the least developed countries 

in Hovenber 1977« The recommendations et" the meeting Included, inter alia , the 

expansión of assistance flows to these countries,  the improvement of the terms 

and conditions for such assistance and -ether measures including adapting 

assistance criteria to the specific needs of least developed countries 

financing of local and recurrent costa of projects, improvement of assistance 

management and administration, provision of a longer time frame for assistance, 

debt relief and improvement of the effectiveness of aid policy through cheater 

coordination of assistance programmes.    The second session of the intergovern- 

mental group on the least developed countries which met in Geneva between 17 to 

28 July endorsed these recommendations and ree ram end ed to the Trade and Develop- 

ment Board to reconvene the Intergovernmental Group within the next three years. 

the support of the Least developed countries in the commercial policy 

field has been particularly unsatisfactory and their export performance is still 

very weak. 

Greater international support to strengthen the export capability of the 

least developed countries is essential in order to enable these countries to 

reduce their presently high dependence on external assistance. 'tfhereas the calls 

for assistance In this area are mainly addressed to the developed countries, 

economic and technical cooperation arrangements among developing countries could 

serve as a useful framework to some degree for assisting the Least Developed 

Countries in their efforts to develop their foreign trade sector potential. 

I would, Mr. Chairman, now like to turn to the specific activities which 

the U3CTAD Secretariat is involved in and from which the Arab Least Developed 

Countries namely the Somalia,  Sudan, Yemen Arab Republic and the Yeaen 

Democratic Republic draw or could draw some benefits. The 'JÎH3? financed,ITJCTAD 

executed inter-regional project entitled "Srcploratory Ilissics to the Least Deve- 

loped Countries on Foreign Trade Policy and Plan.-±ng"  ccvered the four Arab 

Least Developed Countries. The missions to these countries which took place 

T 
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between June 1975 and l^rch 1977 reviewed the foreign trad a policy, and 

planning and the overall foreign sector strategy of these countrlea and 

identified needs for    additional United    Nations assistance in these 

fields inoluding advioory servioe and training. 

As a follow-up this exploratory project the 'JUSTAD Secretariat liarj 

foraulateian Ínter-regional project to support the efforts in the external 

sector planning and policies in the Least Developed Countries. This project 

is already operational and the project's services are available to ail ¡he 

Arab Least Dereloped Countries as well as others Least Developed Countries. 

At the regional the UÎTCTAD Secretariat tos also formulatola trade policy 

technical assistance project covering the African Least Developed Countries 

including Somalia and Sudan.  This project will consist initially of tv/o to 

three advisers covering each four ko five countries and two -iJdle level 

experts attached to the «lernt nini* tries in each country.  It is hoped that 

all the oountries concerned can make full use of this technical assistance 

support, which should constitute a useful input in the planning ard develop- 

ment of the external 3ector in these countries. 

At the country level the TOAD Secretariat is bockstopping a foreign 

trade policy project in the Yer.en Arc* flepublic »hich is being financed by the 

OTC. The project, mainly consisting of  a ocrdor tr*de policy aJviaer, haa been 

operational for 3 years and it is beine extended for anotar three to five years. 

USCTAD experts have also been involved in short tem asrúg^ents to YA3 to assist 

in the discussions on the new ?ive-Yenr Plan and in the evaluation of the foreign 

trade policy project nenticned above, M*. Chaiman these are a few observations 

I wanted to make on behalf of ny Organization and I  an looking forward to 

participating fully in the deliberations of this meeting .and I expect that the» 

«ill,inter alia, open up new opportunities and a frsnev/orlc for a sore effective 

cooperation between the various regional and international institutions, ^7hlch 

will pronote better our concerted efforts on behalf of the Arab least developed 
countries« 
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Annex III 

Draft Project Document 

I.    Titlet    IDCAS/UNIDO Assistance to the Arab LDCs in implementing 

the industrial projects included in the industrial 

sector of the development plan. 

II.    Background information; 

The Second General Conference of UNIDO (Lima)  called for, 

among others,  special measures in favour of the LDCs and massive 

continuous flow of resources for assisting this group of countries 

to expedite the process of their industrialization.    The Third 

Conference on Industrial Development in Arab States,  held in 

Tripoli in April 1974,  recommended "that the Arab countries give 

priority to least developed countries among them in respect of 

all sorts of aid and assistance". 

Both UNIDO, which has established a special Section for the 

least developed countries,  and IDCAS, which is giving preferential 

treatment to these countries, have agreed to co-operate and 

undertake jointly to develop a programme of technical assistance 

to benefit the Arab LDCs on share basis of cost within available 

resources of the two organizations. 

A Joint UNIDO/lDCAS meeting for developing an agreed-upon 

programme was held in Cairo during the period 31 July to 3 August 

1978.    This meeting was attended by representatives of the Arab 

LDCs, various Arab funds,  and various concerned Arab League 

technical organizations.    The meeting recommended assisting the Arab 

LDCs by focusing on the requirements for making possible the 

implementation of the industrial sector included in the development 

plan of each country.    To implement this recommendation it was agreed 

that IDCAS and UNIDO should jointly formulate a team of experts to 

visit the Arab LDCs and review the industrial sector development plan 

and identify the main problems encountered and prepare a suitable 

technical assistance project for presentation to the Meeting of the 

Ministers of Industry of the Arab LDCs, and subsequently for 

presentation to a consultative meeting of the Arab LDCs, UNIDO and 

IDCAS, the Arab funds, and the concerned Arab League technical 

institutions, etc. 
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The envisaged programme is expected to generate the required 

resources (technical and financial)under the framework of co- 

operation among the Arab countries and the respective Arab 

organizations and institutions and other international institutions« 

III.  Objectives: 

a) Short-term 

1) The project aims at identifying the main areas of technical and 

financial assistance required by the Arab LDCs to implement the 

industrial sector of the development plans in each of the Arab 

LDCs. 

2) Prepare the required technical assistance projects in order to 

assist in strengthening the capabilities of Arab LDCs in implemen- 

ting the industrial projects included in the industrial sector of 

the development plans with special emphasis on the strengthening 

of physical and institutional infrastructure, development of 

local capacities and assist in continuous flow of financial and 

investment resources. 

3) Prepare estimation for the required resources for providing 

the technical assistance which is envisaged to be provided 

by the various Arab Funds, Arab technical organizations, and 

Arab developing countries and other sources. 

b) Long-term 

1) Identify long-term strategy and course of action for aiding the 

Arab LDCs through the co-operation of other Arab developing 

countries and Arab technical institutions and funds. 

2) Formulation of a consultative group from the Arab LDCs,  IDCAS 

and UNIDO, Arab League Institutions and Arab Funds to assist 

the Arab LDCs in implementing their development plans within the 

long-term strategy for the industrialization of the Arab countries. 

IV.      Plan of Work: 

l) A Joint UNIDO/lDCAS team of experts (3-4 experts: team leader, 

Industrial Economist, Mechanical Engineer and Chemical Engineer). 

The team would visit the Arab LDCs to be assisted by UNIDO experts 

assigned in each of the Arab LDCs for a duration of about 6 

months in order to review the industrial sector of the development 

plans in each country and identify and formulate the required 

technical and financial assistance for the implementation of 
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the  industrial projects indicating the necessary estimated 

cost for each project and prepare the necessary project 

documents. 

2. A national team in each of the Arab LDCs, would undertake 

preparatory work and work closely with the team of experts. 

3. IDCAS and UNIDO would jointly review the recommendations 

of the experts and prepare the necessary documentations 

containing all the required technical and financial assistance 

and the estimated cost for their implementation, for presentation 

to the meeting of Ministers of Industry of the Arab LDCs,   in 

order to review and finalize the required technical assistance 

programme. 

4. IDCAS and UNIDO would work out» on the basis of the findings 

of the team of experts, the terms of reference for the proposed 

consultative group to be composed of the Arab LDCs,  the Arab 

League, the Arab technical institutions and organizations and 

IDCAS and UNIDO to assist the Arab LDCs in the implementation 

of the industrial sector of their industrial development plans. 

V.    Schedule of Work; 

1. Submission by IDCAS to the Arab LDCs the draft project document 

along with the Cairo meeting report  after the endorsement of 

UNIDO for approval. 

2. Upon receipt of the approval of the Arab LDCs countries 

of the proposed terms of reference for the project,  the team 

would be recruited as soon as possible  (6 weeks). 

3. Debriefing of the team jointly by IDCAS and UNIDO and preparation 

of the final recommendations of the team on the required technical 

assistance projects within 6 weeks after the return of the team 

from the Arab LDCs. 

4. Convening of the Ministerial Meeting for 4 days early in 1979. 

VI.    Estimated Cost; 

A.    The estimated cost on sharing cost basis to be provided by 

UNIDO/lDCAS. are as follows : 

(i)    Experts 

1) 1 team leader - Economist  (6 m/m)    -   $25,200 

2) 1 Industrial Economist  (6 m/m) 125,200 

3) 1 Industrial Engineer - Mechanical 
(6 m/m) $25,200 

4) 1 Industrial Engineer - Chemical 
(6 m/m) $25,200 
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(ii)    Travel of UNIDO staff member 
to Cairo for the preparation 
of work and briefing and 
debriefing of the team 

(iii) Miscellaneous   - 

Grand Total    - 

S        800 

t    2,000 

$103,600 

B.    Counterpart Contribution; 

A national team of officials in each of the Arab LDCs would 

be made available by the Government to collaborate with the 

team of experts and to assist in preparing the required 

technical assistance project after review of the industrial 

sector of the development plans prior to the arrival of the 

team of experts and to work with the experts during their stay 
in the country. 

The Arab League and its technical organizations concerned would make 

available to the team of experts any related studies and reports 
already prepared on the Arab LDCs« 

C. 






